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Engineering 
This document contains Getting Ahead activities for Level 2 and Level 3 Engineering 
courses. Please complete the activities provided for your relevant level. 
 

Level 2 in Engineering 
This course will give you a very good introduction to traditional and modern 
Engineering practices. When fully achieved the qualification can be used as a 
starting point for entry to the Level 3 Diploma in Engineering or an Apprenticeship. 
 

Activity  
Safety in the workplace 
An Engineering workshop can be an exciting place to work, it can also be a very 
dangerous place. Spend a few hours investigating the hidden dangers and risk 
reduction methods in an Engineering workshop. 
 

Read  
HSAWA 1974 
This document governs the way that everything is executed in the workplace, have a 
good look at the relevant sections, it will help with two of your units and keep you 
safe. Focus on the first nine sections, in particular two & seven -  
http://www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/1974/37/pdfs/ukpga_19740037_en.pdf 
 

Watch  
These videos will give you an insight into the course. 
If you watch these videos you will have a better understanding of the language and 
terms used while you are in lessons. There are many more to watch, but these are 
the basic starting level that will help you understand. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zM3TTdGNNrQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3LBTkLsjHGQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k-ddj8vWYZQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=6E5ee6bTmT0 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7et2iyNBrT4 
 
Did You Know?  
There are many kinds of Engineers. Engineers have the skills to turn products of the 
imagination into real-world innovation. As humanity’s knowledge and needs 
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increase, the demands on Engineering grow. This means the future will be full of 
new opportunities for Engineers. Click here to read about the future of Engineering.  
 
Level 3 Extended Diploma in 
Engineering 
 
This course is designed for students who wish to obtain a higher-level 
Apprenticeship or progress to university. During the two years you will gain an 
understanding of the principles of Engineering as well as gaining hands-on 
experience in an industry standard workshop.  
 
Your career, your future 
Research into an Engineering sector you would like to make your career, find a job 
role and identify their responsibilities, career path and average salary. Please bring 
this with you on skills week. 
 
Preparation  
To help you get started use the links below -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BUJKEDqGp1U 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=8jB6hDUqN0Y   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iAkbA__ar_4 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CDUv1CD_JRU 
 
Did You Know?  
Here are some interesting facts and videos about Engineering -  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OBJOLJDkHG8 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fT7LTaGzcok 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O2sOdCOdk0k 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3lY3XK_Z6UQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s6bLAlPyTP8 
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